
JASON JOHNSTON
Stoughton , SK S0G4T0 | (306) 457 7138 | Saskaboy123@outlook.com

Summary
Highly trained driller offering excellent skills in troubleshooting machinery and coordinating
crews to carry out drilling operations. Pursuing similar position to leverage advanced
qualifications and knowledge of diverse equipment maintenance strategies.

Skills
Knowledge and first hand experience
drilling in the Permian basin, Bakken
shale and other oil and gas plays
Strong leadership and mentoring skills
Problem solver
Great at multitasking
Mechanically inclined and hands on
Leader
Honest and to the point
Team orientated

Able to think under pressure
Organized
Accountable
Strong willed and goal
Leadership
Multitasking
Problem solver

Experience
Jan 2020 to CurrentPower Tong Operator

4Star USA － Odessa, TX
Installed various sizes and grades of casing in all weather conditions.
Kept crew members on task at diverse sites and prepared schedules to carry out
accurate work at required times.
Utilized effective communication skills to deliver instructions to crews to accomplish
goals on tight schedules.
Identified operating issues with casing equipment and troubleshoot problems to
identify root causes, resolve faults and return full functionality.

Feb 2012 to Dec 2019Driller
Trinidad Drilling, Midland TX － Midland, TX

Leading a safety and performance driven operation on a daily basis.
Ie- safety meetings, BOP drills, safety stand downs etc.
Operated and maintained top drives and various styles of drilling rigs Ran and
conducted everyday drilling operations Worked closely with directional drillers,
steering mud motors, holding tool faces, and handling different types of BHA's
Experience dealing with and also preventing down hole problems i.e.: lost circulation,
stuck pipe, jarring etc Performed calculations daily i.e: bottoms up, volumetric etc.
Extensive experience using both metric and imperial systems.

Jan 2011 to Jan 2012Driller
Crusader Drilling, Yorkton SK, Ca

Leading a safety and performance driven operation on a daily basis.
Ie- safety meetings, BOP drills, safety stand downs etc.
Operated conventional (kelly bar) style drilling rig Experience dealing with and also
preventing down hole problems i.e.: lost circulation, stuck pipe, jarring etc.
CanElson Drilling, Midland TX, -Driller and Derrick Hand.

Jun 2010 to Dec 2011Driller and Derrickhand
Canelson Drilling US － Midland, TX

Knowledge of mixing various mud chemicals and their effects on the drilling mud and



the well bore.
Mechanical knowledge of running and maintaining mud pumps and motors Experience
and knowledge of various mud systems i.e: OBM, polymer, gel chem etc.
Assisted with pipe tallying, rigging up and pipe handling processes.

Aug 2004 to May 2010Floor Hand
Advance Drilling － Estevan, SK

Mechanical knowledge of running and maintaining a drilling rig
Operating various machinery on location in a safe and productive manner
Received promotions with in company
First hand experience handling different types of tubulars and down hole tools

Education and Training
Jun 2004High School Diploma

Kipling Highschool

Apr 2020Safe Land
PEC

Mar 2020Forklift And Front End Loader
Permian Safety


